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A b s t r a c t

Because HER-2 expression in invasive carcinoma
of the breast has well-documented ramifications for
treatment and prognosis, accurate assessment of HER-2
status is critical. Comparative studies have shown high
concordance rates between immunohistochemical
analysis and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
in cases with immunohistochemical scores of 0 or 1+
(negative) and 3+ (strongly positive) and low
concordance rates among cases with
immunohistochemical scores of 2+. The present study
was performed to determine concordance rates in a
setting more representative of routine clinical practice,
in which multiple pathologists submit specimens to a
single cytogenetics referral laboratory. We found a
higher rate of discordance between
immunohistochemical analysis and FISH
(approximately 92%) in the groups with
immunohistochemical scores of 2+ than reported in
other studies. These results strongly support the
practice of performing FISH in all cases with
immunohistochemical scores of 2+, particularly in
routine practice, in which interobserver variability in
immunohistochemical scoring among multiple
pathologists is likely to be high.

Since the first descriptions by Slamon et al1,2 of HER-
2/neu (HER-2) gene amplification in 20% to 30% of invasive
carcinomas of the breast, basic and clinical research have not
only elucidated its molecular structure, normal distribution
and function, and potential role in oncogenesis (for review, see
Rubin and Yarden3), but also have led to the development of
targeted immunotherapy. This therapy, trastuzumab
(Herceptin, Genentech, South San Francisco, CA), is a mono-
clonal antibody shown in clinical trials to be effective in
combination with chemotherapy in patients with metastatic
breast cancer that overexpressed the HER-2/neu protein
(HER-2).4,5 Patients were eligible for entry into the pivotal
trials if overexpression of HER-2 in invasive carcinoma cells
was documented by the Clinical Trials Assay, an immunohis-
tochemical assay that included 2 mouse monoclonal antibod-
ies, 4E5 and CB11.6

In 1998, the US Food and Drug Administration approved
an immunohistochemical assay, HercepTest (DakoCytomation,
Carpinteria, CA), based in part on its concordance with the
Clinical Trials Assay; a variety of other antibodies also has
been used to assess HER-2 status. Despite ease of use, uni-
form interpretation of immunohistochemical assays such as
the HercepTest has proved elusive, with reports showing
false-positive rates ranging from 6% to more than 50% with
the HercepTest.7-9 To decrease the interobserver variability
inherent in HER-2 immunohistochemical assays, some
investigators turned to fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) assays as an alternative, less subjective method of
HER-2 assessment.10 Like immunohistochemical assays,
FISH can be performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embed-
ded tissue samples and thus can be performed at diagnosis
or at relapse.
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As laboratories gained experience with immunohisto-
chemical analysis and FISH in the assessment of HER-2 sta-
tus, a high degree of concordance between immunohisto-
chemical and FISH results in cases scored immunohistochem-
ically as  0 to 1+ (negative) and 3+ (positive) was noted, with
cases scored immunohistochemically as 2+ forming a hetero-
geneous group thought by some to be better classified as
“indeterminate” rather than “weakly positive.”11 In the light of
this highly variable 2+ group, an algorithm for HER-2 testing
developed: the use of immunohistochemical analysis as a
screening tool, with confirmation by FISH in cases with 2+
immunohistochemical staining and/or in 1+ cases with high-
grade histologic features.12 Studies in which this algorithm
was used have reported concordance rates of up to 98%.13,14

We performed the present study to determine the factors
contributing to the lower concordance rates between immuno-
histochemical analysis and FISH seen in our laboratory com-
pared with those in published comparative studies.15-20 Thus,
this study is not intended to be a comparison between the sen-
sitivity and specificity of immunohistochemical analysis and
FISH because reports of numerous excellent comprehensive
studies on that issue have been published.7,11-18,21-26 Rather, as a
reference laboratory performing FISH on cases referred from a
number of different pathologists, our experience might better
reflect the day-to-day situation seen in a general practice setting.

Materials and Methods

Samples

Between October 2001 and March 2004, the cytogenetics
laboratory at Fairview-University Medical Center,
Minneapolis, MN, received 275 cases for HER-2 FISH test-
ing. Of these, 129 (46.9%) had immunohistochemical data
available and were included in the study. The samples sent for
FISH testing do not represent all of the breast cancer cases
examined by the referring surgical pathology laboratories and,
therefore, do not represent an accurate assessment of the HER-
2–negative and HER-2–positive rates in breast carcinoma
cases in our referral system.

Immunohistochemical Analysis

Immunohistochemical testing was performed in a central
laboratory on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sam-
ples using the HercepTest (DakoCytomation, Carpinteria,
CA), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, this
procedure includes deparaffinization and rehydration steps,
followed by an epitope retrieval step in which the tissue sample
is incubated in a citrate buffer solution at 90°C to 95°C for 20
minutes. The slide then is subjected to a series of alternating
washes in tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride

buffer and incubation steps with first a peroxidase-blocking
reagent for 5 minutes and then with HER-2 primary antibody
followed by a visualization reagent (dextran polymer conju-
gated with horseradish peroxidase and goat antirabbit
immunoglobulins) for 30 minutes each, and finally with a 3,3'-
diaminobenzidine chromogen solution. After a final wash, the
slide is counterstained with hematoxylin.

Scoring was performed according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations by pathologists in a number of different
practice groups, each with at least 5 years of experience in
clinical practice; several of the referring pathologists had par-
ticular experience in breast pathology and immunohistochem-
ical interpretation of HER-2 testing.

FISH Analysis

FISH was performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embed-
ded tissue specimens from each of the 129 patients using the
PathVysion kit (Vysis, Downers Grove, IL). Included in this
kit are probes to the HER-2 gene locus at 17q11.2-12  (labeled
in SpectrumOrange) and to the centromeric region of chromo-
some 17 (CEP 17; labeled in SpectrumGreen). FISH was per-
formed according to the manufacturer’s instructions (after
obtaining proficiency certification on completion of training by
Vysis), with minor modifications as described subsequently.

Briefly, unstained 3- to 5-µm-thick paraffin sections were
cut from blocks chosen by the referring pathologists and
placed on positively charged slides. On receipt, the slides were
placed in an oven at 90°C for approximately 5 hours, deparaf-
finized in xylene, and dehydrated in a series of ethanol wash-
es. After pretreatment in 0.2N hydrochloric acid and sodium
thiocyanate solutions, digestion in a protease solution for 16
minutes, and fixation in 10% neutral buffered formalin, the
slides were subjected to denaturation and hybridization with
10 µL of the PathVysion probe/buffer mixture.

In some cases, an alternative pretreatment method was
used, in which the hydrochloric acid and sodium thiocyanate
steps were replaced by immersion in 2× saline sodium citrate
at 75°C for approximately 17 minutes and digestion in 0.25
mg/mL of Proteinase K (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN)
for 15 to 17 minutes. In our experience, this latter method
yields results of equal or greater consistency in a shorter peri-
od. After overnight hybridization, slides were washed, dehy-
drated in an ethanol series, and counterstained with 4',6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride.

We analyzed 60 randomly selected nuclei, each with at
least 1 HER-2 and 1 CEP 17 signal, from different areas of
invasive carcinoma; we analyzed fewer cells in cases in which
a limited number of invasive malignant cells were present (eg,
core biopsy specimens). The total numbers of HER-2 and CEP
17 signals were expressed as a ratio of HER-2/CEP 17. Ratios
of less than 2.0 were interpreted as normal and ratios of 2.0 or
more as amplified.
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Results

Of the 129 specimens submitted to our laboratory for
HER-2 FISH testing for which immunohistochemical results
were available, 23 cases (17.8%) were classified by immuno-
histochemical analysis as negative (0, 2 cases; 1+, 21 cases),
93 (72.1%) were classified as weakly positive (2+), and 13
(10.1%) as positive (3+). To reflect routine practice more
accurately, the immunohistochemical scores were accepted
without further review. Concordance between the immunohis-
tochemical and FISH scores (defined as cases that were
immunohistochemically negative/FISH nonamplified or
immunohistochemically positive/FISH amplified) was found
in 35 cases (27.1%) and discordance in 94 cases (72.9%)
❚Table 1❚.

Concordance varied slightly when cases were classified
by type of specimen (core biopsy vs excision or excisional
biopsy) ❚Table 2❚. Rates of discordance ranged from 62%
(45/73) for excisional biopsy specimens to 79% (33/42) for
core biopsy specimens. Tumor type (ie, invasive ductal or
invasive lobular carcinoma) had no statistically significant
effect on concordance rates. Of the 78 invasive ductal carcino-
mas, 25 (32%) were concordant and 53 (68%) were discor-
dant. Of the 11 lobular carcinomas, 4 (36%) were concordant
and 7 (64%) were discordant. Discordance rates varied slight-
ly when based on tumor grade ❚Table 3❚, although these differ-
ences were not statistically significant when cases scored
immunohistochemically as 2+ were isolated. The institutions
that referred more than 5 cases for FISH had concordance
rates ranging from 21.9% to 37.9%.

Discussion

Despite more than a decade of research into the role of HER-
2 gene amplification in breast cancer, there has not been devel-
oped a testing modality that maximizes reproducibility and ease
of use and retains diagnostic accuracy. Immunohistochemical

analysis and FISH remain the tests of choice for many practic-
ing surgical pathologists and often are used together as a 2-
tiered analysis: immunohistochemical analysis alone for obvi-
ously negative (0-1+) and strongly positive (3+) cases and
FISH as a confirmatory test in indeterminate or weakly posi-
tive (2+) cases. This algorithm is designed to limit the number
of false-positive cases (and, therefore, limit the number of
patients who would otherwise be exposed to the potential
toxic effects of trastuzumab therapy) and detect the cases that
might overexpress the HER-2 protein despite showing no
gene amplification, a situation that has been reported in
approximately 3% of cases.10 When such an algorithm is fol-
lowed, however, the laboratory performing FISH is exposed to
a skewed population of cases (ie, predominantly 2+ immuno-
histochemical scores). It follows that the concordance rates

❚Table 1❚
Concordance Between Immunohistochemical and FISH Results*

Concordance by 
HercepTest Score FISH Nonamplified (Ratio <2.0)† FISH Amplified (Ratio ≥≥2.0)† Immunohistochemical Score‡

0 (negative) 2 0 2/2 (100)
1+ (negative) 21 0 21/21 (100)
2+ (weakly positive) 86 7 7/93 (8)
3+ (positive) 8 5 5/13 (38)
Concordance by FISH score 23/117 (19.7) 12/12 (100) —

FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization.
* Concordance was defined as cases that were immunohistochemically negative/FISH nonamplified or immunohistochemically positive/FISH amplified. For proprietary

information, see the text. P < .001.
† FISH results are expressed as a ratio of the number of HER-2 signals to the number of centromere 17 signals. Results in the “Concordance” row are given as number concordant

with immunohistochemical results/number tested (percentage).
‡ Immunohistochemical results are given as number concordant with FISH results/number tested (percentage).

❚Table 3❚
Rates of Discordance Between Immunohistochemical Analysis
and FISH Based on Tumor Grade*

Tumor Grade Discordant

1 (n = 13) 11 (85)
2 (n = 40) 30 (75)
3 (n = 36) 19 (53)

FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization.
* Discordance was defined as cases that were immunohistochemically negative/FISH

amplified or immunohistochemically positive/FISH nonamplified. Data are given as
number (percentage) of discordant results. P < .05.

❚Table 2❚
Rates of Discordance Between Immunohistochemical Analysis
and FISH Based on Specimen Type*

Specimen Type Discordant

Core biopsy (n = 42) 33 (79)
Excision/excisional biopsy (n = 73) 45 (62)
Cell pellet (n = 3) 1 (33)

FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization.
* Discordance was defined as cases that were immunohistochemically negative/FISH

amplified or immunohistochemically positive/FISH nonamplified. Data are given as
number (percentage) of discordant results. P < .06.
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between immunohistochemical analysis and FISH obtained by
such a referral laboratory might not reflect those obtained in
other studies. For example, we do not routinely examine all
breast cancer cases by FISH regardless of immunohistochemical
score. Similarly, our concordance rates represent routine clinical
practice, in which a number of different surgical pathologists
from different practice groups have scored the immunohisto-
chemical stain. Therefore, interobserver variability is likely to be
higher than in studies in which consensus immunohistochemical
scores are obtained before performing FISH.15,16,18,23

The discordance between immunohistochemical analysis
and FISH seen in our laboratory highlights the differences in
sensitivity and specificity of these 2 testing methods and, as
noted by Paik et al,19 might reflect the volume of the immuno-
histochemical assays performed in the referring surgical
pathology laboratories. The discordance found in the present
study might call into question the efficacy of the current testing
algorithm. Our results underscore the importance of FISH test-
ing in cases scored immunohistochemically as  2+, as the algo-
rithm states, and because a majority of 3+ cases in the present
study were not amplified by FISH, support reflex testing for
cases scored immunohistochemically as 3+. Indeed, the signif-
icant discordance rate seen in the present study (approximate-
ly 86% among cases scored immunohistochemically as 2+ and
54% among 3+ cases) suggests that the use of FISH alone, as
some authors have advocated,8 would streamline testing by
obviating the need for confirmatory FISH testing.

Testing by FISH alone might well be more cost-effective
than the dual approach, depending on the cost of the 2 methods
and the relative frequency of 2+ and 3+ cases in the patient pop-
ulation for a given laboratory. By using a spectrum of prices
obtained from a number of different laboratories, we calculated
that performing FISH alone becomes more cost-effective than
performing both immunohistochemistry and FISH when the
number of cases scored immunohistochemically as 2+ is 1.6 to
2.6 times the number of cases scored as 0 or 1+ and 3+ combined.

Performing FISH alone might fail to identify cases
(reported to be approximately 3%) in which the HER-2 pro-
tein is overexpressed in the absence of gene amplification.10

However, the low immunohistochemical-FISH concordance
rates seen in the present study suggest that a large proportion
of cases scored immunohistochemically as 3+ might be being
misclassified, making it difficult to determine in our popula-
tion how many patients have overexpression without amplifi-
cation. Because some of our referring surgical pathology lab-
oratories recently have adopted the “FISH-alone” approach,
we are currently working to determine the impact of this
change in practice.

From the Departments of 1Laboratory Medicine and Pathology,
University of Minnesota Medical School; and 2Pathology, Fairview
Southdale Hospital, Minneapolis.
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